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Her wicked revenge, or his wicked heart...

Hazel McCallister loves her life. Perfect grades. Perfect best friend. Perfect boyfriend. Until her perfect
boyfriend cheats on her with her perfect best friend. Now Hazel’s in free fall—until her best friend’s brother,
Felix, gives her the perfect idea. Reclaim her power by taking revenge on her cheating ex.

Felix James loves his life. Casual relationships. Loads of surfing. He’s as drama-free as they come. But he
can’t stand by when his sister steals her best friend’s boyfriend, and the dude insists it was Hazel’s fault. So
Felix vows to help turn Hazel into a girl her ex can’t resist—so then she can break his heart.

With an alliance in place, Hazel’s revenge is all but assured. But with each piece of payback, she feels a
stronger attraction to Felix, even though revenge will turn her into a girl Felix could never be with. And soon
Hazel has to make an impossible choice: revenge...or Felix, the boy who’s stolen her heart.

WARNING! This book contains betrayal, revenge, and that most tempting vice of all, the bad boy you
know you can't have.
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From reader reviews:

Max Norris:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book specifically book
entitled Not Okay Cupid your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that
maybe mysterious for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a e-book
then become one web form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get before. The Not Okay
Cupid giving you an additional experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful
details for your better life in this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind
will likely be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this
extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Joel Connolly:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Make an effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its handle
may doesn't work is difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the
outside look likes. Maybe you answer can be Not Okay Cupid why because the great cover that make you
consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content will be fantastic as the
outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Heather Wade:

This Not Okay Cupid is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information because it relief
your hunger details. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Not Okay Cupid can be the light food to suit your needs
because the information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books produce
itself in the form which can be reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book web form. People who think
that in book form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is not any in
reading a book especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually.
So , don't miss that! Just read this e-book type for your better life and also knowledge.

Marylou Arroyo:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book was rare? Why so many
issue for the book? But virtually any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes reading
through, not only science book but novel and Not Okay Cupid or perhaps others sources were given
knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel wish to read more and more.
Science reserve was created for teacher or perhaps students especially. Those books are helping them to
bring their knowledge. In various other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Not Okay Cupid to
make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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